Combination of a modified Hotz procedure with the Jones procedure decreases the recurrence of involutional entropion
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Purpose: Involutional entropion is a common condition in Asian countries, including Japan. One cause of involutional entropion is weakening of the capsulopalpebral fascia (CPF). The aged, thin, membranous nature of the CPF limits the results of correction by the original Jones procedure (CPF tightening) alone, so we added the modified Hotz procedure to the entropion repair. We then compared the recurrence rates and operation times in corrections performed with and without this additional procedure.

Cases: From April 2010 to December 2011, one surgeon performed lower-lid surgery using the Jones procedure with the addition of the modified Hotz procedure. Fifteen patients (a total of 21 eyes) underwent this combined procedure. Previously, the same surgeon performed the Jones procedure alone for eight patients (a total of nine eyes).

Results: The average age of the two groups was 76.4 years, with an age range of 66–85 years. All cases reported acceptable ciliary orientation at the end of the surgery. However, patients who underwent the Jones procedure alone (nine eyes total) reported three cases of recurrence after at least 6 months of follow-up. Patients who underwent the combined procedure reported two complications: one recurrence and one ectropion. The recurrence rate was 5%. The Jones procedure using eyelid pinch required an average of 22.6 minutes to complete; the combined method required 33.4 minutes to complete.

Conclusion: The combined method resulted in a significantly higher success rate than the Jones procedure alone (P < 0.05). The 5% failure rate of the combined method was found to be superior to the 30% recurrence rate of the Jones procedure. As a result, the Hotz procedure enhanced the results of the entropion correction and required only 10 additional minutes of surgery. We now perform this combined procedure for all cases.
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(ciliary-everted suture). Fifteen patients (six male and nine female) underwent this combined procedure for a total of 21 eyes (six right eye only, three left eye only, six both eyes).

From January 2010 to September 2010, the same surgeon performed the Jones procedure alone on eight patients (four male and four female) for nine eyes (six right eye only, one left eye only, one both eyes).

The follow-up after surgery continued for at least 6 months.

**Surgery**

After injection of 1% xylocaine with 0.01% epinephrine, the lower-eyelid skin pinch is cramped. A horizontal skin incision is made 5 mm below the eyelash line, and the orbicularis under the skin is exposed. The layer of the orbicularis is identified by 4-0 silk-suture traction. The portion of the orbicularis over the tarsus is removed, and the layer between the orbicularis and the septum-CPF complex is separated.

Prior to dissection of the posterior CPF layer, the CPF complex is cut at tarsal height, and the conjunctiva is visible at the bottom layer of the lower eyelid. Between the CPF and conjunctiva, a sparse red tissue layer resembling the Müller muscle sometimes exists. This is thought to be the posterior layer of the CPF. Without puncturing the conjunctiva, dissections along the layer are completed (Figure 1A).

Next, the orbital fat layer beneath the septum is identified, and the layer is dissected inferiorly approximately 7–8 mm from the tarsus (Figure 1B). The anterior CPF layer exists just under the fat layer.

After the exposure of the anterior layer, an advancement of approximately 5 mm (tarsus-CPF tightening) is performed with three mattress sutures of 6–0 polysorb (Figure 1C and D).

After the Jones procedure with CPF is completed, the modified Hotz procedure (ciliary-everted suture) is performed between the tarsus and solid dermis tissue (Figure 1E). Normally, five or six stitches are used.

After hemostasis is achieved, the eyelid pinch is removed. Finally, the skin is closed with a 7-0 nylon suture. Normally, six or seven stitches are used. The ciliary directions are shown to be corrected after the operation (Figure 1F).

Figure 2 shows the CPF advancement on the tarsus (green line) and the Hotz rotation suture (blue line).

**Results**

The average age of two groups was 76.4 years, with an age range of 66–85 years. All cases showed acceptable ciliary orientation at the end of the surgery.

The cases in which the Jones procedure alone was used (average age 76.0 years, nine eyes total) reported three recurrences, which corresponds to a recurrence rate of over 30% at a follow-up duration of at least 6 months. The recurrent cases required an eyelid margin split or a lateral tarsal split for additional correction.

The cases in which the combination method was used (average age 76.7 years, 21 eyes total) reported two cases of complications (one recurrence and one ectropion), which corresponds to a recurrence rate of 5%. The one instance of recurrence occurred 9 months after surgery and required an eyelid margin split and an additional Hotz procedure for correction. The instance of ectropion presented with severe horizontal laxity before surgery that developed into ectropion 3 months after surgery. Although the direction of the cilia was corrected, this eyelid required a lateral tarsal strip (LTS). The Jones procedure used an eyelid pinch and required an average of 22.6 minutes to complete; the combined method required an average of 33.4 minutes to complete.
Conclusion

The Jones procedure was first reported in 1963. However, this procedure was not popular in Japan until it was disseminated by Kakizaki et al.

The Jones procedure tightens the CPF by plication, thus reinforcing the vertical traction power of the lower-lid ligaments. However, the CPF often presents as a thin and membranous structure in aged patients and is not strong enough to correct the lower-lid direction permanently. Kakizaki recommended an anterior–posterior double-layer advancement by means of this weakness. Another study has reported rates of recurrence of 7%–15% after CPF plication. The Jones procedure in our hospital resulted in a higher recurrence rate of 30%, indicating that this an unreliable procedure.

First, we retrospectively compared two (recurrent and nonrecurrent) cases during surgery. The surgical videos showed that the former case had a slightly thin CPF and the latter one had a slightly thick CPF. However, the direction of the cilia at the end of the surgeries was not different between these cases. Thus, CPF thickness is not an appropriate tool for making decisions about additional procedures.

Reinforcement of both the vertical and horizontal ligaments is ideal. The vertical laxity is corrected by the Jones procedure, and the horizontal laxity is corrected by the LTS. However, the LTS is not an easy technique, and the operation is painful and bloody. Thus, it is not recommended to use LTS in all cases.

The Wheeler procedure is a more popular technique for horizontal plication of the eyelid orbicularis. However, the utility of this procedure is also decreased by the aging process, and the experimental recurrence rate is high. Moreover, the original Jones procedure removes the orbicularis situated over the tarsus and is incompatible with the Wheeler procedure.

The remaining potential technique is the Hotz procedure. Previous studies, including our own, report recurrence rates of less than 10% in congenital entropion patients. Jones et al introduced a modified procedure 10 years after the establishment of the original technique. His modified method tied skin–tarsus–CPF–skin. In 1974, Schaefer recommended connecting the lid skin to the tarsus by taking a bite through the lower edge of the skin muscle. We selected dermis just under the side of the cilia to tarsus suture, which is a relatively solid tissue-binding site.

This combination method results in a significantly higher success rate than when the Jones procedure alone is used. The P-value was 0.034, as calculated by the chi-square test for independence. A 5% recurrence rate is a much more desirable result compared to the 30% recurrence rate resulting from application of the simple procedure. The additional Hotz procedure requires only 10 additional minutes in surgery, making it one of the best choices among the procedures discussed here. We will now perform this combined procedure for all involutional entropion cases, following a half-year transitional phase.

Because no technique achieved a zero rate of recurrence, additional steps taken to correct the cases of recurrence are outlined. When the cilia are located too close to the eyelid margin, we perform the margin split procedure. When the lower eyelid exhibits too much laxity and requires horizontal correction to increase its strength, we add LTS to the lateral orbital periosteum. Subsequent to this procedure, we perform ciliary electrolysis or the Wojno ciliary removal procedure. It is essential to have a variety of additional techniques available to correct issues of recurrence in the treatment of entropion.
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